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This Issue's Highlights...
We have sinned. I have sinned. With malice aforethought I have shattered the
community standards of Warkworth Institution. My sin put OutLook in the ranks

page 1...
new developments for Judicial Review

of those who publish child pom, advocate violence, and would topple the
government. I have, you see, in the pages of our revered magazine, laughed at

page 4...

several departments in this institution. And, perhaps worse, 1 printed a satire on

"Quotes, Misquotes, and OutRight Lies"

the ostentatious and frequently promiscuous use ofprograms within the system—a
sacrilege not to be endured. Fortunately my sin was discovered before that terrible

page 5...

humour could lead you, gentle reader, astray. You will not find those quips poking
run at the absurdities within the institution in the present pages. Nor will you find
the situation of ostentatious programming satirised. The damage has been

a little bit of corrections history

contained, the good orderof the institution maintained, the sensibilities ofthe staff

the dangers to justice in the current
right-wing society

protected, and I repent.

This issue was originally intended for July distribution. This, as you may be
aware, is definitely not July. The fault, I'm afraid, is mine—it is a result ofmy

page 9...

great moral lassitude (see above.) But all those offending items have been

page 10...
Arc members of the NPB accountable for

ruthlessly expunged, and you can now safely and comfortably read our magazine.

their actions?

You may, however, find the occasional piece that seems dated. Please be tolerant:

with all the arrogance ofthe experienced computer user, I inadvertently erased the
Outlook file from my drive without making a back-up. Rather than enter all that
material again (jeez, have a heart!) I just pasted a "Fall, 1996" over the old "July"
header and let it go. So shut-up and read the damned magazine—it'll be good for
your character.

And when you're finished reading the magazine, why not try writing

page 11...
you can beat the system!
page 15...
a look at what was said on CBC radio's
Ideas on Prison

something for it? Despite the depredations of the censors in this last issue, most

stuff gets through. (Just don't laugh at particular departments—they're so verrry
sensitive!) Granted, there are some restrictions—this is, after all, a prison. But
with a little planning you can usually avoid restrictions. Try provoking thought
rather than outrage—the change may do both ofussome good.
You may not have done much writing. Perhaps you don't write as well as you
think you should. Well, letme remind you that this is OutLook, not The Globe and
Mail. Those of us reading this magazine are onyour side. We don't need to be

page 19...

new measure for high-risk offenders

impressed; we just want to know what you think. As for spelling and grammar, my
good friend and colleague 01' What's Iz Name and I will be glad tocheck that for
you. So relax. Express yourself. And have a bitoffun writing something.
Ifnothing else, why not try a letter to the editor? (Sob! Itjust gets so lonely at
the editor's desk!) Let us know what you think ofthe magazine oranarticle in it.

Praise us (we'll thank you) or criticise us (I'll try to get even.) Go ahead and try

OutLook Magazine is produced by
the federal prisoners of Warkworth
Institution. All materials are subject
to censorship by the administration.

your hand at it.

Finally. I'd like to thank Ol' What's IzName—Len Hall—for his help on this
issue. Lenny put a good deal ofeffort into finding material, editing material, and
writing material. Much tothe benefit ofour magazine.

We

would

welcome

your

submissions and your comments.
They can be left at the Inmate

Committee Office in 12-Building, at
Inmate Purchasing, or sent to Terry

Secvou next issue.

Thwaites in 8-Block.

OutLook Magazine

Terry Thwaites

Warkworth Institution

From the Desk
of the Editor

Box 760

Campbellford, Ontario
KOL 1L0
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An Easy Way to Make a

Some Facts on Judicial Review:
As of December. 1995:

* there were 2.085 prisoners serving time for murder—574 First
Degree and 1.511 Second Degree;
< 175 of those 2.085 prisoners were eligible for a judicial review, and of
those

• 74 had applied (42.3% of those eligible);
• 63 reviewshad been complete;
• the first review was in 1987;

<> of those who had received their reviews by December of 1995
• 13 had been refused any reduction in paroleeligibilitv
(20.6%);

• 50 had been granted some reduction (79.4%);
<- of the 50 granted a reduction, the current status is

• 6 have been denied any form of parole;
• 5 have not yet been reviewed for parole;
• 3 are not yet eligiblefor parole;
• 17 are on full parole;
• 8 are day parole;

• 6 are on a program of UTA's;
• 1 is dead;

Difference

There's an awful lot of pop being sipped,
guzzled and gulped here at Warkworth.
Many purchase it by the case; few don't
purchase at least a couple of cans each
canteen. Well, here's your chance to
indulge your desire for a softdrink and
contribute to something worthwhile at the
same time.

All you have to do is save your pop
tabs. And just to make it easier, there arc

plastic cups at the end of your range for
just that purpose: just deposit the pop tab
in the cup, and The Lifer's Group will do
the rest. What could possibly be easier?
The Lifer's want those tabs to fill the

"Big Blue Barrel" in the Lifer's Office.

The collected tabs are equally dividedand
distributed to participating charities. The
Lifer's report that they've donated 41,000
pop tabs so far, contributing to the

• 2 hadtheirparole revoked fortechnical violation ofparole

100,000 pop tabs goal of Jacob Beam

conditions;

Public School.

• 1 is unlawfully at large;
• 1 re-offended (armed robbery).

Tabs you donate now will go to The
Lion's Club Seeing Eye Dog Program
and to the Ronald McDonald House

Source: CSC, NPB, Government Press Release

Program for Physically

Challenged

Children.

Now that's making a worthwhile
difference. And it couldn't be easier: Just

Save

Your

Pop

Tabs!

For

more

information, contact Bill Appleton or
Dave Dobson, Lifer's Group.
It's Easier To Put 'Em in Jail

Freda Adler of the American Society of
Criminology conducted a study of
low-crime countries around the world.

Her findings were published in December,
1995, and included countries of such

diverse cultures and governments as
Saudi Arabia. Japan and Switzerland. She
found that what the countries had in

common

was

"a

strong

sense

of

belonging"—strong family, community
and religious lies.
The Globe and Mail

"Isn't it a shame that people who ought
to have an inferiority complex never
'Ten More Commandments?"

do?"

from The Globe & Mail
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"It is somewhat easy to shape reality to
suit one's ends and to address people's

"There is nothing to suggest that the

emotions rather than their mind. It is

[Correctional] Service is eitherwilling or
able to reform without judicial guidance

effective and

and control"

frequent.

Hence, the

horrible fate of victims and their families

Justice Louise Arbour.

is pitted against that of the criminals

Ontario Court of Appeals

responsible for that sad state of affairs.

And anyone who dares to speak up to
preserve

certain

rights accorded to

offenders is immediately criticized and
portrayed as an insensitive do-gooder,
concerned with the welfare of criminals

and oblivious to thepainand suffering of
heard this... ?

About that National Survey...
By now many of you will have perused
the results of that National Inmate

Survey. You probably skipped the page

in the pastthreeyears(as of July, 1995).
on "Background," though, and missed a
Despite the finality of the sentence, couple of real little gems. Did you know,
Louisiana has the worst homicide rate in
the U.S.! The Louisiana rate in 1993 of

21.3 per 100,000 people was 10 times
that of Canada's.

for example, that one reason cited for

conducting the survey was"In support of
the

CSC

Mission

Statement"?

We

Even more startling was the discovery
that the survey had been conducted "In
support of federal legislation which

So Much for Good
Intentions...
"From the offender intake assessment

the

first

requires
inmate
consultation
on
operational matters." This rather unusual

each

offender

logical progression, designed to ensure
the protectionof society."
District Commissioner I. Kulik, in
Inside Out(italics ours)

Let's Talk offers the following excerpt
from a report entitled, "Youth, A
National Stay-in-School Initiative":
Employment and Immigration
indicated

that

workers in the 1990s is rising,
resulting in a need for more

cannot complete its work without quality
NPB decision-making."
Inside Out. quoting District
Commissioner I. Kulik

trouble

communicating would just shut-up"
Tom Lehrer (thanks toLenny Hall)

Let's Talk, quoting from an American
study on sentencing

Do They Read Their Own
Book?

"A sign stating that telephone

was used instead for all those

lovely "No Smoking" signs?

the

"The NPB cannot do their work without
quality CSC risk assessment and CSC

have

logical and rational."

from the CSC's The Offender Handbook

demand for

who

to a culture that makes their use seem

Perhaps the budget for these signs

Canada

people

respects a self-perpetuating entity ... and
their continued use over time contributes

CSC Commitment to Education?

But I think I see the problem...

wish

"Once prisons are built they arc in many

conversations may be monitored is
posted beside every telephone in
both official languages."

is

intended to follow a consistent and

"I

You Won't Believe Where
OutLook Found This...

definition of "consultation" is certainly

correctional plan, the process of case one you'll want to bear in mind.

management for

the P4W incident.

thought that particular brand of
hypocrisy had finally been discontinued

from The Globe and Mail

of

Gayle Horii, former prisoner and current
prison reform activist, at the inquiry into

from an editorial inJustice Report

In Louisiana there is no parole for those
convicted of murder. Release requires a
pardon from the state governor, and that,
apparently, has happened only 15 times

the development

power is totally on one side. This is the
nature of the beast."

victims."

Has our Justice Minister

and

"The walls keep the people out, and the

highly skilled

than 12 years of education and

From OutLook to
John H.& Hank W.

training for almost two-thirds of
all new jobs. Many of the new
jobs require more than 17years

the Toronto Maple Leafs have in

ofeducation.

common?

Oh well, perhaps you can go to work at
CORCAN, and train for one of those
assembly line jobs that moved to Mexico
a few years ago.
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You guys know what whales and

They both get confused when
surrounded byice!
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Some Correctional Service of Canada History
Willi thanks to FXSIDE 01T. the Ontario Region stafTpaper,

CORRECTIONAL LAW
PROJECT

and let s Talk

Let's Talk reports that "'Until 1869. convicts could not even get a light lo read in
their cells. Education was considered a great privilege and well-behaved'
convicts were sometimes permitted to attend evening classes. But even after a
10-hour workday ... prisoners were still expected to stand throughout the
lesson."

The Correctional Law Project of Queen's
University is alive and well. The project is
designed to provide advice, assistance and
representation in areas of correctional

law, and their services arc available lo.
prisoners of Warkworth Institution.

The Correctional Law Project

1936: Dorchester Pen became the first Canadian institution lo be allowed
horseshoes.

1937: Prisoners at Collins Bay (then a new institution) were permitted to leave
their cells during the evening period—6 lo 8 p.m.—on Tuesdays. Thursdays,
and Saturdays, and congregate in corridors for indoor recreation. Tins was less

than the three hours per day that had been recommended by a committee, and

the "relaxed" instructions applied to only the one institution. For the evening
recreation, playing cards were allowed into the "preferred" institution.
1956-1957: TV sets on loan were brought into B.C. Pen. Dorchester and Collins
Bay Institution for viewing the Grey Cup and World Series. In 1957 TV sets
were purchased for prisonerviewing.

will represent prisoners al Disciplinary
Court. Parole Hearings (including
hearings for early release. UTSs. Day or
Full Parole, and Detention Hearings:
assistance and advice is available for

parole problems, inmate appeals, and

institutional problems. There is no charge
for the service, provided a prisoner meets
financial eligibility criteria.
To obtain assistance, contact:
Charlcne C. Mandcll.
Assoc. Professor and Director.

Correctional Law Project
Faculty of Law

1958: the Parole Act was passed.
1959: The National Parole Board was established, and an automatic annual

review of the sentences of all federal prisoners began with a view to expanded
use of parole.

1960: For the first time a prison softball team was allowed to play a game
outside the institution: William Head prisoners played the RCMP—no word
available on who won.

In this year. too. restrict ions were removed from correspondence, and
postage provided for four letters per month: additional letters were permitted at
the writer's expense. Visits from relatives, friends, and social workers were now
permitted with "generous limits."

Queen's University
Kingston, ON K7L 3N6
phone (613)545-6639
or

Robert F. Goddard
Barrister and Solicitor

Correctional Law Project
295 Brock Street

Kingston. ON K7L 1S5
phone (613)546-1171

The Correctional Law Project docs accept
collect phone calls.
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Don't You Just Hate It When You Go NSF?
by L Hall

Some people find the way Finance runs confusing, when in actuality it is quite
simple. Everything seems to centre around Canteen Day. but the process really
takes a two week cycle—the same cycle every two weeks.

Your pay is posted to your account on the Wednesday of the week before
Canteen. Any fines arctaken offthe top at this time. Then the Bulks come offon

the Monday of Canteen Week. This means that everything you sign by the
Thursday before Canteen will likely come offthe canteen that follows. Once the

Bulks come off, the canteen is deducted. After that Finance processes the orders
from Inmate Purchasing andHobbycraft

With some simple planning, you can manage effectively the little pay we get
as prisoners. Justfollow these simple rules:

O Keep track of the Bulks you sign, and when they will be processed. This
means writing it down, soyou can calculate how much you have left;

© Don't spend money you don't have. Ifyou have put in a Savings-to-Currcnt
transfer, then wail until it has been processed before you start signing Bulks to
spend it;

©Take at least $10.00 off your total pay, and use that number as your spending
total. For example, if you are on Pay Level 2 ($46.25), don't spend more than
$36.25 in a Pay Period. By following this practice, you'll save easily for those
important purchases and you'll have a 'cushion' in case you don't gel a full ten
days pay;

©Save over time for major purchases, so you don't go into debt trying to get the
item immediately;

© Live within your means. Decide what is really important to you. You may
have to go without something, butit's better to getinto the habit now than when
poverty forces youto do without a lot more;

©Do not put "Balance" on your canteen slip! Plan your purchases ahead oftime,
and bring down only what you need. Not only will this help you stick within your
budget and avoid impulse buying, it will also force you to say "no" to those
mooches whoshow up on Canteen Day.
Keep track ofyour accounts by looking at the printout Finance sends toeach

Unit every Monday—they're printed on the Friday, so they are current. Anyone
who follows these simple rules will have more money when they need it and be
free ofthe stress caused by that proverbial "400" canteen.

Degree requirements

tightened for (some) Staff...

combination of education, professional
training, and experience."
Cited as causal in the policy decision

Interested?

Then you would probably like an AVP
Workshop. The Alternatives to Violence
Project is an international initiative

where people get together and experience

being non-violent Violence is something
we learn. In AVP we learn and practice
skills which allow us to interact with
others, ourselves, and our environment
non-violently.

We practice ' communicating,
community building, managing conflict
affirming ourselves and others, and
cooperating. All of these are valuable

skills. In AVP we use the experiential
model because we believe that people
learn by doing. This means we have lots
of fun and interesting exercises in our

workshops, and we get into some heavy
subjects. We avoid boring lectures!
Our fundamental belief in AVP is that

everyone can contribute to forming a

society free of violence if they simply
practice one or all of the five concepts of
Transforming Power. If you have Respect
for Self, Caring for Others, Expect the
Best, Think before Reacting, and Ask for
a Non-violent Solution, then you can meet
life's challenges without violence. When

we change ourselves, the world changes

Let's Talk reports that after April, 1998, is "the introduction of technology and the with us.
To sign up for an AVP Workshop, just
degree requirements will be tightened for increased complexity of these positions'
'"a number of senior positions." duties [which] mean they need to be send a request to the Chapel.
Specifically, the positions arc those of

warden, district director, deputy warden,
executive director and associate director.

According to the article, CSC currently
accepts an "educational equivalency" for
candidates who lack '"a university degree
with specialisation related to the duties of
the
position."
The
educational

equivalency is apparently composed of "a

performed in the future by employees who
have extensive relevantexperience and an
excellent academic background in the
social sciences."

The CSC commitment to specialized
education for their bureaucrats is
interesting. Note that this does not extend

to those who actually work with the
prisoners.
paged

AVP Warkworth

Now

would be a great time to take
that course!
Just

Contact the School.
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the plant which in turn warms its

surroundings. So the sun's energy, instead
of being used lo evaporate water, heats
plants ... and the rest of the planet.
Scientists also predict this could

cut rainfall over vegetated areas during
the growing season. It certainly makes
you wonder whether planting more trees
while continuing to pollute the

environment isn't making \hc problem
worse. It would make more sense to
eliminate carbon dioxide emissions.

Is technology really the answer?
A scientist recently won an award for

developing an affordable water purifier
that uses ultraviolet light to kill the

bacteria and viruses. It works by the light
triggering the formation of peptide bonds
between certain amino

acids in

the

pathogen's DNA molecules, which robs

much more damage is being done to our

Some Tidbits...

ecosystem that we don't know about?
Save

those

aluminium

cans

'cause

apparently you may one day soon be

wearing them! A company has developed

Global Warming...
New models predicting the greenhouse

a process to convert the aluminium to a
vapour and deposit it in a thin film on

effect on the Earth's temperature predict a
rise of 4 degrees Fahrenheit in 60 yearsas

nylon taffeta. The resulting material
blocks the wind and also reflects the heat

the concentration of carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere doubles. Scientists are now

50% more effectively than other fabrics.

saying that the increased carbon dioxide

Finally someone has come up with a

interacting with the Earth's vegetation
will raise the estimateanother 2 degrees.

decontamination agent that isn't as toxic
as the stuff it's meant to clean. Slerilex

safely rinsed away. An interesting note
here: this decontamination agent was

and they let water out
Normally, when the sun
heats up a plant, water
inside gets warm and

developed

evaporates

UltraKleen is biodegradable and can be

to

handle

chemical

and

out

stomata. To cut down on

about the stuff we use in our households?!

water loss, stomata close
when a leaf has absorbed

In Sweden the moose are dying. The

enough carbon dioxide,

cause has been discovered to be severe

and

as

carbon

copper deficiency related to changing concentration

moose dies because of acid rain. How

fewer than 1 in 100,000 of the bugs
survived. The question is what happens
when the few bugs which do survive,
reproduce, and develop a resistance to the

ultravioletlight? Will we find in ten years
that we made a mistake and no longer arc
able to purify our water? Let's stop
polluting in the first place, and let nature

clean up the messwe've alreadymade.

DEPLETION, RMN faRESr
DE6P0lllf]& AMD ACID
RMM HA\£ D00AA6D

the

biological weapons. What does that say

levels of molybdenum in the soil due to
acid rain. Society better take notice, I
think, when something the size of a

The scientist tested it on water

fouled with E. coli bacteria and found that

Apparently the
culprits are those tiny

has developed a
powder called spores called "stomata"
"UltraKleen." This alkaline peroxide on leaf surfaces. Stomata
chemically destroys toxic residue, allow carbon dioxide to
especially that from household pesticide seep into leaves, where it
treatments, and,
unlike bleach or is used in photosynthesis,
ammonia, both oil- and water-soluble

them of the ability to reproduce.

dioxide

goes

up

they stay closed for longer
periods of time.

With

stomata closed, hot water

inside the

plant can't

escape. The water heats
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Respect

\

poetry

by Phil Hibbcrl

Canteen Week

look in my face
and see the pain

caused by your stereotype, fear.
and acid rain

1didn't come here by boat

Hours

Q)

Mon

Tue. .. closed
Wed ...closed

plane, or nature's course
you took my brothers from the land

Thu. .. closed
Fri .. . evening

they loved by force ...

now I'm here. I gol a right
to work the land—

land your forefathers stole
from another man

with bribery and treaties

the reservation is whereyousent
those same people who don't
own even 10 percent

CD

Off-Canteen Week

0)

of a land theyworshipped
and called their home

met strangers from afar
who claimed it as their own...
I like to walk the streets and

get fresh air just like you
I like to dance and

... noon

o

Mon... evening
Tue ...
Wed...
Thu ...
Fri ...

closed
noon
noon
noon

Please make your
enquiries at the

"get down" with my crew

Tape Shop sales
desk during listed

you think these words are the

"new hype" of the land,
it's notjust a "black" thing-

hours!

it's who and what I am...
For I must work twice as liard

for what I own,

'cause the colour of my skin in

CDs, Blank Tapes, PreRecords

this country sets the tone...

So, please don't judge me
for what you sec
instead, let's try and
live morebrotherly...
for if we break down the barriers

and do what we ought to,
the sooner vow respect me

the sooner / can respect you ...

Make Your Escape!
Visit Europe!
See the Old West!

Travel through space!
The Library can take you away
from here.

INMATE COMMITTEE CARD SHOP
For greeting cards and a variety of other items visit the Inmate Committee Card
Shopin 12Building. Our business hours are:
Canteen Week

Non-Canteen Week

Monday - noon
Tuesday - closed
Wednesday - closed

Monday - noon
Tuesday - noon
Wednesday - noon

Thursday - evenings
Friday - evenings

Thursday - evenings
Friday - evenings

We are not open on weekends

Along with our seleaion ofgreeting cards we offer a variety ofother items such as

microwave dishes, playing cards. ID Card Protectors, decorative writing paper &
envelopes, 16x20 poster prints, and much, much more. Drop in and see us!
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B e t there be no mistake about it: when our governments engage in realignments and sombre cuts to welfare, education,

health, and research, to hope thai the steamroller will spare justice and justice onh would be futile. However, the risk

is greater for justice because progress in that field was achieved little by little but the Right begins by striking first at
the ideological foundation of the system and. as a result, we are slow in noticing it Yet the opposite should be

occurring because the damage caused by the current surge ofthe Right max have devastating and terribly long-lasting
effects on our justice and may even drive us back for a long time to the old punishment reflexes which once were
cause for shame.

Crime and criminals subject to

entitled to a full set of civic rights. In a

the same rejection
The current shift to the Right also
undermines in a disastrous way a belief

certain era and in a certain book, those

which hadjust come to be held firmly in
our justice system and society. Cher a few
ven short decades, we had learned to

distinguish crime from the criminal, we

had slowly understood that the fight
against crime docs not

automatically require f~
a vengeful crushing of WHAT

people were referred to as Pharisees ...
In that same wave, in its governmental

or social relationship with offenders, the
Right also tries to invalidate or eliminate

is losing ground as a result of the assaults
by the Right.
It is no longer true that citizens can

rely on justice as an ally: justice is
becoming a mercenary and very few can
afford its sen-ices. As LaFontaine humbly

anything which it perceives to be costly

admitted, and as we also will be forced to

and outdated naivete. Not only does it
promote a more punitive State, but it is
also intent on ending any collaboration

acknowledge, "the judgements of the
court will make you black or white,
depending on whether you are powerful or
destitute."

HAPPENS TO JUSTICE WHEN SOCIETY

It is no longer

the criminal and now.

true that the most

the current offensive

disadvantaged
enjoy the same
presumption
of

VEERS TO THE RIGHT?
by Laurent Laplante
by the Right brutally
revives the worst of

our old prejudices. No
more

room

This excerpt taken from Mr. Laplante's essay in Justice Report, apublication ofthe Canadian Criminal

innocence as the

Justice Association.

rich.

for

crime

and

its

perpetrator now represent one and the

same horror. Hence, an exaggerated war
against both of them.

The Right has so little confidence in
the human ability to bounce back that it
cries for harsher sentences. Once a sinner,
always a sinner. There is no need for

society to waste its resources on futile

rehabilitation efforts: it must protect itself
by disposing for long periods of time of
those

who

threatened

the

established

order of things.

And. if the courts do not respond with
the severity that the "new society" expects
of them, the Right will clarify its thinking
and its directions by making the Criminal

Code more assertive and by multiplying
sentences with mandator.- minimums.

Half a century of enlightened and
prudent efforts to define a humane and
effective strategy of crime control are

shamelessly sacrificed and. in doing so.
the Right negates one of the essential
prerequisites of the social contract. As

perceived by the Right, only those who
have never made a mistake, or at least

those who have never been caught, arc

between

the

State

and

NGOs

[non-government organisations/ and
voluntary organisations deemed to be
incapable of sufficient rigor. If the
criminal is forever a criminal, it asks,

why invest in educational

programs

within prisons? What is the use of
maintaining
collaboration
with
a
multitude of deserving and enlightened
voluntary organisations and others who
provide services and
structure to
cx-offenders? Because it assumes that the

offender will never escape his dreadful
tendencies and because it has neither lime
nor money to waste on dreams of
"conversion" and "rehabilitation", the

Right sticks to an easy form of
oversimplification: everyone is born cither
good or bad: no one is ever capable of
moving from one side to ihc other. The

good arc

entitled

to

all

possible

consideration:
the
bad
deserve to
experience the full force of the law. There
arc no in-betweens.

And far into the future ...
Whether we look inside the walls or
inside the homes of those confronted with

poverty and the erosion of rights, justice
page 9

The

unemployed
arc
presumed guilty

pointless nuances: the

or. at the very least, lazy.
It is no longer true that human

beings arc acknowledged and treated by
our system as if they were capable of
changing ihe course of their life. Given
the pressures thai come to bear in favour

of privatising prisons, we must be
concerned further that offenders will no

longer be expected to "pay their debt to
society"; all that will matter, as was the

case for the shameful galley slaves of
centuries past,

will

be that offenders

behave in such a way as to ensure that
private business is able to generate
dividends off them.

Il is no longer true either, given the
extent to which they are threatened with
suffocation, thai NGOs will continue to

build on the human ability lo "change"
and

hence

receive

the assistance and

understanding that they require from the
state.

What is worse is thai justice, after
centuries of trying to become minimally
humane, will need at least decades to

rebuild the foundations that the pervasive
McCarthvism has demolished in a wink.

OutHook fflagastnr

Le Groupe Culturel
Francais

About Those "identified shortcomings"

Le Groupe Culturel Francais est compose
de francophones qui sc reunisscnt
ensemble deux fois par mois pour discutcr

Opinion
by

des sujets consernant «lcs droits egaux ct
les opportunitees» qui doivent existcs

Kevin Billings

dans notrc institution.

Le groupe n"pas dc rencontres
On December 15f 1995: our Solicitor
General proudly announced Bill C-45

incompatible with the due execution of

durant

the member's office

recommencera

(amendments to Bill C-36) which quickly
received Royal Assent from
his
honourable colleagues. In his news

In a recent letter to Solicitor

General

Herb

Gray,

I

asked

for

clarification on those four criterion. After

les

deux
ses

mois

d'ete.

activities

le

mais
trois

Septembre 1966. Les membres clus du

committc executif se rencontreront pour
discuter entre eux certains points des

release, the Solicitor General staled that, apologising for the long delay in evenements qui se produiront a partir du
"These reforms will help us restore public responding, he staled that, "The possible 21 Juin au 3 Septembre.

confidence in the corrections process by causes for action against N.P.B. members
addressing
some
identified
shortcomings." He further declares that
these reforms followed recommendations

made by the Canadian Police Association,

"Although
particular
would

1 felt that this
Board
member

best

be

suited

to

employment with C.S.I.S., I

made

formal note

dissatisfaction

of my

about

her

will depend on an assessment of facts on a

case-by-case basis." Then he thanked me
for the enquiry and hoped his information

was helpful. Indeed, Mr. Gray certainly
cleared things up.
Having been in four of my own
N.P.B. hearings, 1 recall at least one
Board member who probably fit one of
those

criterion.

At

her

turn

for

Le Groupe

Culturel

Armees de Trenton a chaque troisieme
Mardi du mois.

Toutes autres activities qui
prennent place dans les autres groupes
culturcls sont publies dans notre milieu.
Jacques Perron, President

f

questioning, 1 felt as though I was being

INMATE

(Conveniently locatedin I2-BIdg)

being arrested in a foreign country for
espionage. After several minutes, my
attorney had to interrupt and remind her

that this was simply a review of any

on

the Stevenson Inquest, and the Commons

possible new facts which may have come
to light since my last review a year prior.
The Board member rudely insisted that it
was her "jurisdiction to proceed as I deem

televisions, stereos,
fans, kettles

Affairs.

One
change—for all

rather

delightful

it's worth—was

the

addition of Section 155.1 and 155.2,
supposedly establishing a mechanism to
allow for the discipline of National Parole

Board

Members

in

specified

circumstances. Those circumstances as

specified in Section 155.2(2) are as
follows:

the member of the Board ...

(a) has become incapacitated from the due

execution of the member's office by
reason of infirmity.
(b) is guilty of misconduct.
(c) has failed in the due execution of the
member's office, or

(d) has been placed, by conduct or
otherwise, in a position that is

For the best buys in the joint

and more!

necessary to be able to render a decision."

See Jason (the friendly one)
or Terry (the intelligent one)

The decision was, of course, to deny
release.

Although I felt that this
particular Board member would best be
suited to employment with C.S.I.S.. I
made formal note of my dissatisfaction
about her conduct through the N.P.B.
appeal process, the Chairperson of the
N.P.B.. and the Solicitor General. Since

the appeal was denied with the claim that

uno error in law has been made by Board
members," one must wonder what
Sections 155.1 and 155.2 are for—the

Canadian Police Association, or the
Commons Committee, perhaps? Docs

anyone really know? Mr. Gray certainly
doesn't seem to.

Open Mondays & Thursdays
Rec-Up until 7:30

\

*
In the next

OutLook Magazine...
something by you?
Enjoy yourself. Express yourself.
Share yourself.
Why not start writing now?
Don't miss your article in the next
issue of Outlook!
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interrogated in a dimly lit room after

conduct through the N.P.B.
appeal process..."

Standing Committee on Justice and Legal

Francais

recoit les invites de la base des Forces

X
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anyway. Investing energy in destructive

behaviour only destroys the individual.
The "astern' will survive unscathed long
after we are faded memories and forgotten
numbers. Destructive behaviours have not

changed the reality of prisons. We are
still prisoners. The system still controls
the keys.
The smart way to beat the system
is to accept reality and devise a strategy

for dealing with it. Such a commitment
(This article was first printed in the Autumn, 1993,

that the Charter of Rights protects our

issue of Journal of Prisoners- on Prisons. Our

civil liberties, but such illusions are
shallow. We have merely become the

thanks to Joe for submitting it.)"

Very few of us do not think about beating
the system. After all, whether we deserve
it or not. the system deprives us of the
freedom we cherish. It stands for all that
we resent: lack of choice, restricted
movement, denial of access to loved ones.

We resent the fences, the bars, uniforms,

being told what to do, what range we
must live on, what programs we must

off the avails' of crime. It is time to wake

up to the reality that 'crime pays' only for
those people who depend upon our folly:
judges, police officers, attorneys, law
clerks, guards, and psychologists.
Don't get hoodwinked by
'do-gooders' for change. Those few

Moralists will argue that we get
exactly what we deserve. In fact, many
citizens believe that we are treated too

well: the myth is steak even* day, colour
TV in every cell, pampering by
high-priced baby sitters. Few of us can
argue that we didn't know what we were
getting into when we made the bad
choices that landed us in prison. None of
us arrived by accident, and if we are
honest with ourselves, we'll acknowledge
a whole series of destructive behaviours

tliat preceded our committal
' monastery of the danmed.'

to

a

To be blunt, we are considered

by society to be turds in a cesspool.' We
may assume that the public is concerned
about the general welfare of prisoners or

"You
entitled

X

are

certainly

to

continue

enjoying the turd's delight
of swimming in
the
cesspool. Without much
effort, you'll have a
guaranteed address and
income for life."

both

an

individual

and

a

must be made, not only in our heads but
in our guts—behind our belly buttons
where the 'demons' of our fears reside.

The decision is simple, but the
implications arc profound. To beat the
system, we need only to decide to treat
ourselves with the respect and dignity that
every human deserves. We need to decide
individually that we are worth investing
personal effort in\

crusaders who seek abolition and reform
are

take.

\

currency for a professional class 'living

requires

collective decision. It's a decision that

zealots

in

a

lost

cause.

The

community is not in the mood to entertain
liberal reform in corrections. Indeed, the

average citizen would likely support the
reintroduction of banishment to penal
colonies. We are the rejects of a
socio-economic
system
without
compassion or pity. Neighbourhoods
reject halfway houses; communities refuse
individual parolees. As sick of "doin'
time" as we may be, the real world may

"Don't get hoodwinked
by
'do-gooders'
for
change.
Those
few
crusaders

who

seek

abolition and reform are
zealots in a lost cause."

AA members are familiar with

be even harsher.

No one is tough enough to
survive the impact of negative labels and
community prejudice, or we wouldn't be
returning to prison in droves, as

the slogan, "I can only change myself, not
others." It is a simple truth, but hard to
accept. It is always easier to project blame
for our inadequacies onto others. But until

recidivists. No one is immune to the low

we come to terms with our individual

self-esteem we bear because of shame,
alienation, and inadequate skills for

reality, separate the crime from the man,
and decide that the 7 Am' is capable of
much more than what the label implies,

coping successfully in society.
In view of our status and chances

of success upon release, the future doesn't
look particularly bright. It's damn'

depressing to have to accept our collective
reality. We neither deserve nor can expect
any public empathy. Hope exists but we
must claim it for ourselves. Hope is found

in beating the system—the smart way.
The smart way is not the path
many of us have continually taken:

defiance, conflict with the man,' doing
time in the hole to prove something that
nobody really understands or respects
page 11

we are doomed to fail.

'So, how do I invest in myself in
this hellhole?' you ask. The first step is to
consider a sentence as an 'opportunity.'
instead of just a burden to be endured.
Opportunities for education and training
exist behind 'the fence,' but the greatest
barrier

to

their

elTectiveness

is

our

attitude, not the quality of resources.
Education and training are the best and
most enduring experiences we can extract
from the system. Knowledge and skill are
ours for life. No one can rob us of our

(DutUoofe i%laga>tnr
ability 10 think, understand, and solve

problems. Education and training provide
the passports to genuine freedom
Education and training ensure that in a
compciiihclv tough marketplace, we will
have a niche where we can fit in.
Education and training allow us to see
ourselves

as

"winners'

instead

of

perpetual losers. Education and training
build a self-esteem that says. "1 am
worthwhile: I can contribute: I can do
things well."

You groan cynically. -The school
is a joke. I tried that bullshit and didn't

learn a thing.* If that is the way you view
it. undoubtedly you didn't. You are

heads in self-assurance. We are better
able to articulate our needs, better able to

negotiate collectively, better able to sec a
/^

"The smart way is
not the path many of us
have continually taken:
defiance, conflict with 'the

or respects anyway."

certainly entitled to continue enjoying the
turd's delight of swimming in the future for ourselves. Whether 'the man"
cesspool. Without much effort, you'll wants to acknowledge it or not. educated
have a guaranteed address and income for
life. You'll never have to worn- about

being responsible for yourself, having a
home of your own. finding your next
meal, or having to cope in the real world.
Don't be surprised, however, when Joe

Public

rejects

and scorns you—not

because you're an c.\-con. but because you

prisoners demand his respect.
Adult education and training at

yourself with respect when you had the

Individually and collectively we
can create and demand a positive learning
environment, and we can demand the
most from the system. Administration
uses education statistics lo create the

school, college or university, arc vital.

The positive skills we learn in prison
can't be taken away from us at the gate.
Education is the ultimate way to beat the
system.

courses; develop the thirst to learn; ask

for help from peer tutors. Avail yourself
of every possible opportunity, then
demand more. You'll be amazed by what
you can accomplish!
An education is

the

ultimate

form of restorative justice. The entire

population benefits when just one con
becomes literate. Pride is contagious.
Educated cons have reason to lift their

The Warkworth Literacy Council hopes lo
population of this institution. The Council

was formed in October of 1994 by a group
of concerned prisoners in an attempt to
match a perceived need with available

help. Now the Council has thirty tutors
and fifty students.

Update:
Since tins article was first written, some

five years ago, I've had the misfortune of
blowing a parole. In part, my problems on
parole stemmed from the job market and
my own inability lo adapt to it. 1 believe
the following will help you avoid those

illusion of massive programming. It is up job market problems:

to us to demand the delivery: enrol in

WARKWORTH
LITERACY
COUNCIL

every level, whether basic literacy, high make a lasting impression on the

didn't have the wherewithal to treat
chance.

EACHm TEACH m

man,1 doing time in the hole
to prove something that
nobody really understands

•^ Get as much practical experience as
possible while inside, mixing academics
with trade training;
•*"
Acquire usable skills that arc
transportable—for instance, short order

cooksand barbers can work anywhere;
** Keep your expectations realistic. That
doesn't mean that you adopt an altitude of

hopelessness: rather, be prepared for it lo
be tougher than you thought;
•* Estimate the lime you'll need to find a
job. then double or triple it;

"Individually and
collectively we can create
and demand a positive
learning environment, and

started—but they always get a job:

we can demand the most

have ever worked before.

Considerable help came from
Laubach Literacy of Canada, who in 1995

provided a $500 grant for the purchase of
books and teaching aids. The Correctional

Service of Canada provided a further
$150 for Adult Basic Education materials.

Not satisfied with merely the
tutoring materials, the tutors have worked
on upgrading their skills as well. In
January of this year a second Tutor

Workshop was conducted by staff of
Laubach Literacy, with the assistance of
Warkworth's Education Department. As a
result, the Council is now well-equipped
to tutor 'the three R"s."

Tutoring

Multipurpose
(canteen

is

Room

building).

provided

of
If

in

the

12-Building
you'd

like

information, sec Joe Siklosi.

Warkworth Literacy Council Works!

**• Be prepared to do "anything" to get
your foot in the door;

<*" Take a lesson from immigrants: they'll
take thejobs nobody else wants, just to gel
^ Be prepared to work harder than you

Other's did it, so can you!
Education & Training can
Beat the System

from the system."
page 12
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Recommendations on Segregation
from the Arbour Commission

There arc over 300 pages in the Arbour Report, with over 100 recommendations. Many ofthose recommendations are specific to
P4W. but ofthose more general inscope and less publicised the recommendations on segregation may prove ofinterest.
With respect to segregation. Justice Arbour recommended:

(a) that when administrative segregation is used, it be administered in compliance with the law and appropriately
monitored;

(b) that daily visits to segregation units by senior prison managers be required, and that the discharge of that dutv* be
specifically made partofanyperformance evaluation ofthese managers:

(c) that the obligation to conduct daily visits to segregation not be delegated below the level of Unit Manager, or its
equivalent...:

(d) that the practice oflong-term confinement in administrative segregation bebrought toan end:
(e) that, inorder to soachieve, a time limit be imposed along the following lines:

i) if the existing statutory pre-conditions for administrative segregation are met. an inmate may be segregated
for a minimum ofthree days, asdirected by the institutional head, in response toan immediate incident:

ii) after three days, a documented review take place, iffurther detention insegregation iscontemplated;
iii) the administrative review specify what further period ofsegregation, ifany, isauthorised, up to a maximum
of30 days, no more than twice in a calendar year, with the effect that an inmate not he made to spend more
than 60nonconsecutive days insegregation inayear;

iv) after 30 days, orifthe total days served insegregation during the year already approaches 60. the institution
be made to consider and apply other options, such as transfer, placement in a mental health unitor other forms
ofintensive supervision, but involving interaction with the general population;

v) if these options prove unavailable, or if the Correctional Service is of the view that a longer period
segregation is required, the Service be required to apply to a court for a determination ofthe necessity offurther
segregation;

vi) that upon being seized of such application, the court be required to consider all the components of the
sentence, including itsduration, so as lo make an order consistent with the original intent of the sentence, and
the present circumstances of the offender;

In the event of"Failing a willingness lo put segregation under judicial supervision," Justice Arbour goes on lo recommend:

i) that segregaUon decisions be made at an insUtutional level subject to confirmaUon within five davs by an independent
adjudicator;

ii) that the independent adjudicator be a lawyer, and that he orshe be required to give reasons for a decision to maintain
segregaUon:

iii) that segregaUon reviews be conducted every 30 days, before a different adjudicator each Ume ...

iv) that failure to comply with any ofthe above provisions be treated as having rendered the conditions ofimprisonment
harsher than that contemplatedby the sentence...

"If you're not
computer-literate, you're not
literate,"
Reports the Globe & Mail

employers

who

not computer literate, you're not literate.

understand computers, simply because

It's really not an option any more,
whether you want a job in nursing or

computers

want
drive

machinists
so

much

of

the

equipment these days. As well, the

building maintenance."

growing use of computers is creaUng a
CorrecUonal Services Canada, of
demand
for
"specialists
who
can
exploit
course,
in
keeping with the long tradition
In a report on employment in Canada, the
the
machines'
potential
and
keep
them
of
being
twenty
years behind the Umes
Globe and Mail noted that "Computer
working."
with
employment
training, has taken steps
skills are vital, whether you want to work
Quoting
Kris
Gataveckas,
to
ensure
that
prisoners
do not attain any
in an office or on die factory floor." The
report noted that even on the factorv floor

vice-president

of

Toronto's

Humber

College, the Globe noted that "If you're
page 13

real degree of computer literacy.
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Did You Know ...

Boom! ... Boom! ... Bang! . Bang
Boom ... Boom ... Boom ... Bang

that the expression "You cant
get blood from a stone" comes from the

Did you watch what I watched on TV

The other day?
BIG CELEBRATIONS!

Lots of toys. Balloons, clowns, carnivals.

exotic food, singing, dancing. Parades. Band and

Latin phrase, "ab asino Innam." which
literally means "wool from an ass."
submitted by Lcn Hall
"A sharp tongue and a dull mind arc
usuallv found in the same head."

Bang ... Bang ... Boom! ... Boom!!
"There arc an awful

Occasion?

Canada Day & Independence Day celebrations
on the Detroit River

Did it bring the old memories back?
Memories of those dayus when we were all out there
Physically participating in all kinds of festivities.
With our family members and friends
Those thoughts and feelings made me

Emotional. AI litUc heavy-hearted and sad
Sadness of being Locked up ...

lot of

C" law

students practicing law and silting on the
bench"

American Lawyer.
Melvin Bell

'"You should learn to laugh at
yourself—after all. everybody else has
been doing it for some time."

Behind strong Iron-Bars!!
Bellind me high Barbed-Fences!

from The Globe d- Mail

Feelings that guardsarc standing in the towers

"I believe I've found the missing link

With loaded guns pointed at me.

between animal and civili/.cd man. It is
us."

Feelings: as if a Free-Flying Bird

Zoologist. Konrad Lorcn/.

was captured ... hand-cuffed ... shackled
AND THROWN in a CAGE ...

A cold, dark and longcly cage
Stripped of his wings and freedom

Where CSC got the idea ...
"1 have examined myself thoroughly and
come to the conclusion that I don't need

Yes! It is about that unfortunate Caged Bird ...

to change much."

Sigmund Freud.
poetry

Letters

by
Paul Sood
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t's about time we had a bit of

a

Good News for Justice

good news concerning the
Justice System. This is cspccialK
true for prisoners, who feel

Article

Quebec

by Rudy Martens

ihe>"\c fallen into a bottomless pit and
have no wn> out. This article is I

reducing their prison
population
25%;
the

government

intends to reduce theirs
1 VIA

1 A /o.

_

addressed to those who do want lo find

a wav out—those who want 10 lead productive lives. We all

Other nations, loo.
have discovered the law.

In the late eighties the British Home Secretaiy stated that.
"Prison is an expensive way of making bad people worse." He
but that may soon change.
has since reduced England's prison population 13%.
The Justice System is currently undergoing a massive
On the other hand, in Canada the federal prison population
change, a change which can go in one of two directions. The has risen 13% over ihc past len years—this despite the fact that
outcome is certainly 1191 definite, but after years of looking at violent crime has slcadilv declined in the nineties. However,
the trends I'm pulling mv money on positive change. The there arc movements in ihc government lo reduce that
negative trend is led by a fanatical right-wing, personified by population. The recent Sentencing Commission, which
the Reform Party. Their solution is lo simply wage war with the included the head of the National Parole Board, voted to reduce
marginal sections of society—the people filling prisons, the the numbers within federal prisons. The decision is reflected in
know this place onlv brings out the worst in a human being,

poor, ihc unemployed and minorities. The positive trend is led the new "Corrections and Conditional Release Act." which
b\ enlightened Ministers of Parliament, clergy and social legislates federal prisons: first-time property offenders will now
activists. They want ihc system 10 work, rather than simply automatically be placed upon a fasl-lrack to reinicgralc them
provide another make-work project for the government.
into society as soon as possible.
Evidence of thai positive trend was broadcast on CBC Radio
in a icn-parl scries that ran from June 17tli to June 28lh. The

scries was called Ideas on Prison, and this article is a summary
of that program.

Leaders of Correctional Service Canada actually do want
the system to work; however, their hands arc tied by a
'management philosophy" at ihc lower revels. The program
interviewed John Edwards. Commissioner of Penitentiaries,

The Idea Behind Prison

The concept .of prisons as a correctional tool has only been
around for 200 years. Luke Holsman. a Dutch criminologist,
found that in western cultures such as Canada the notion of

crime came out of Ihc concept of sin. Prison sentences, he
suggests, are an offshoot of the Catholic concept of purgatory;
with each sin demanding a certain amount of time in hell. A

who made his position clear: "I am sceptical of the value of
incarceration. (John Edwards has recently been replaced bv Die Ingstrop sinner could earn "good time' by performing certain good
deeds—such as giving money to the church. Penitence, or
...ed.,
repentance, is the basis of the penitentiary. The prison building
is based upon the ancient monasteries, and the prisoner was
"Their solution is to simply wage war expected to become an isolated 'monk' reflecting upon his

with the marginal sections of society—the

crimes and repenting.

people filling

Norwegian criminologist Nihls Christie argued that the
justice system views conflict in ihc community as government
property. The prison steals the conflict and the community

prisons,

the

poor,

the

unemployed and minorities."

cannot resolve it. The sole role of the prison staff is to

Mr. Edwards stated his preference for "restorative justice scientifically apply pain in order to produce penitence:
and reconciliation" as a way of obtaining justice. This means however, prisons have proven ineffective in reducing crime or
ihc offender must have a means whereby he or she can make producing genuine repentance, and have instead become
amends, and everyone can get on with their lives. At this time,

expensive warehouses.

however, the commissioner suggested lhat prison does not
resolve the wound that crime creates: rather, ii puts the

with

problem into cold storage.

grandparents, uncles and cousins virtually unknown. They

Christie adds that modern society is inherently isolated.
divorce

common

and

extended

families

such

as

The commissioner pointed out that federal penitentiaries arc don't want to know ihe offender. Consequently, when the
15% over capacity. However, building more cells will not
alleviate overcrowding: it will only perpetuate it. He called this.

system manages a conflict in the community both victim the

were filled.

of forced isolation and institute instead restorative justice

Some Canadian provinces arc trying to repeal lhat
expensive law. The New Brunswick government has a goal of

within the community. He argues the community is not safe
unless the ex-prisoner is safe and included in the community.
Allard has worked toward this goal through community

offender encounter only strangers whowork for the system.
"Parkinson's Law": "The prison population grows to fill all
Pierre Allard. Director of Chaplaincy for Canadian federal
emptv spaces." One summer, for example. France built 7.000 prisons, agrees the system is based upon an unworkable model.
cells to alleviate overcrowding: by the next spring those cells Despite tremendous obstacles, he is working to change the idea
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chaplaincy, intended to work with the

In Japan laws are considered
political rather than moral or spiritual.

r

ex-prisoner and the family. He has
developed a Circle of Support which
works with the released prisoner on a
daily basis. The Circle works with police
and media, too. to ensure the ex-prisoner

Professor John Haily found that in Japan
the crime rate, and subsequently the
prison population, has steadily decreased

is not alienated. For the First time a
branch or the Correctional Service is

forced the Japanese to adopt democracy
after the war, but that country quickly

increased to 10%, and by

offering a degree of safety to the rejected the American form of criminal
community by effectively integrating the justice. Instead, in Japan when a crime is
cx-prisoncr.
committed a highly informal process

the year 2000 it is
expected to rise to 18%.

since

World War II.

The Americans

In 1980, for example, the
state of California spent

2% of its total budget on
prisons. By 1996 that had

begins.

How Canada Compares With
Per capita,

The offender must first admit

guilt and show remorse, eliminating a

The World

Japan

has

one-quarter

Canada's prison population. Canada has
one-quarter the U.S. prison population.

costly play between lawyers. The most
important player is the victim. The

offender

engages

in

a

supervised

follow, respect, and learn from—a
considerable departure from the tradition
of correctional officers who serve as a

threat and definitely not as a role model.
In Canada. Judge Lillis of the

Since World War II. Norway has negotiation with the victim, who. if Yukon Territories said that 34% of
constantly reduced its prison population satisfied, writes a 'letter of pardon' to the juveniles arc placed into custody—a
to the present level of 3000. and intends court. The court's role is then to place the practice especially prevalent in the
to reduce that to 700.

If the U.S. justice model worked,
that country would have the lowest crime

rate in the world, yet the opposite is true.
In 1980. for example, the state of

offender on probation and ensure the
agreement is fulfilled. The focus of the

system is thus on reparation lo the victim,
not the government—or the Queen as in

Canada. The Japanese value peace in

California spent 2% of its total budget on

their society, which means the offender

prisons. By 1996 that had increased to

must be able lo make amends. The court

10%. and by the year 2000 it is expected

also expects the community to take

to rise to 18%.

responsibility for the offender.

California has approximately the
same population as Canada, yet the state
has five times the number of prisoners.
Their prison industry has perpetuated
itself, and has one of the strongest unions
in the slate. This union is constantly
lobbying

for

more

cells

and—more

Where

Problem

Reform Party now wants to take this

further and have ten-year-olds placed into
adult prisons. Studies have shown such

incarcerated youngsters stand a 70%
chance of later returning lo prison.
New Zealand and Australia have

recognised

that

vicious

circle

and

attempted to break it. There, a young

Begins:

person found breaking the law will, in

Juvenile Crime
Jerry Miller is the Commissioner of

70% of cases, receive a "Police Caution."

Youth in Massachusetts. When he was
appointed, the state had 1000 incarcerated

of a crime committed definitely results in

children; four years later he had brought
the

Even more encouraging

the

northern and western provinces, who also
raise the most cases to adult court. The

number

down

to

40.

Harvard

Compare this to Canada where evidence

a charge being filed.
A Police Caution is not the end

University.in a follow-up study, found

of the process. New Zealand has taken
control of their youth from the

that the reduction of incarcerated children

government and given it back to the

was the finding that fewer did not result in an increase in youth community through "Family Group
crime. Even more encouraging was the Conferencing." The conflict wilhin the
young people graduated
finding that fewer young people graduated community is resolved through the Group
to adult crime and prison. As a substitute Conference, and a settlement is arranged.
to adult crime and prison.
for reformatories Miller employed close Since 1989 New Zealand has reduced the
supervision and individual attention for number of child prisoners by 75%. In
importantly to them—more guards. To the troubled youth. Follow-up on the 1993, alone, taxpayers there saved $113
fuel the industry they helped push into youth was also found to be very million dollars.

being a brutal and unjust law known as
"Three Strikes and You're Out." Since

important.

that time thousands of people have been trouble,

When a youngster did get into
probation

officers

did

not

given life sentences for everything from automatically call police: instead, they
stealing bicycles to stealing pizza. This found the young offender and resolved the
blatant injustice and sadism finally problem. Jerry Miller realised troubled

pricked the conscience of the California

Supreme Court, and on June 20. 1996.
they struck down the "three strikes" law.

young people need self-discipline, not
government imposed discipline. The
young person was given a mentor to
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Victims

Victims' rights groups flourish in the
current political climate. The most
successful of these is "CAVEAT"—Latin

for "beware." The group has been
successful in obtaining compensation for.
and recognition of. victims, but has also
increased the antagonism between victims

Jfall, 1996
and offenders: they have increased social
conflict instead of resolving it. The
group's proposed solution is to give
government

more

power

to

impose

endless prison sentences, eliminating anychance of reconciliation. This has led to a

new phenomenon in North America: the
professional victims, unable to close a
iragic moment in their lives.
The Victim Offender Mediation

Program, run by the Mcnnonitc Church,
has attempted to reverse that destructive
trend. Since 1974 they have obtained
permission from the courts to resolve

problems in the community rather than
create a new problem through prison
sentences. As with New Zealand's Family
Conferencing Group, the victim, offender
and mediator resolve the conflict and

negotiate restitution.

When

everyone

ready,

the

system cannot kill this enemy force: in
fact, it merely swells enemy ranks.
Originally, ihe justice system
would only allow the Victim Offender
Mediation Program to work with minor

property offenders. This began to change
in 1991 in Langley. B.C.. when the
Correctional Service of Canada funded a

pilot

projccl

prisoners.

to

The

work

with

Solicitor

federal

General

of

offenders were satisfied with the program.

introduced into the community v\ith the
release of the prisoner. There was. too. a

The community benefited, too. with
re-offending was dramatically reduced.

person.

The Family Conference Group in New
Zealand views crime primarily as a
violation of a relationship in the
community. Their justice system also

restitution and shame. It was found thai

shame in prison is completely different
than shame in the community.
The

Canada

Correctional

never

allows

Service

shame

to

of

be

David North, head of the Mennonite
Central Committee in Ontario, believes

overcome. This creates an impossible
situation, where shame is turned upside

lhat our present justice

down; it creates a subculture, where the

is

bankrupt. The idea that all crime is an

stigma of prison becomes a badge of
offence against the Queen is not only honour that strengthens the community of
unreal, it is also an insult to the victim

criminals.

and the community. Classifying an
offence as "Rcgina versus" the accused
has succeeded only in generating more
fear and conflict than the original crime.

Reintcgrative shame through the
Family
Group
Conference
is

Not only is original cost to the victim not

restored, but taxpayers arc forced to pay
thousands for court and prison costs per
offender. The original conflict is not
resolved, bul rather put on hold until the

member of the community, and the

worse than before.

employees, and their disapproval is

offender becomes a permanent enemy.
is

not even

removed once the person is placed on
parole—the system will always remind
everyone that the person is a criminal no
mailer what he or she docs. The victim's
role in the war is to be a Crown witness,
to be decommissioned once the case—or

were

then

new fear of the now bitter, destructive

first observed the destructive process of
the court in the Kcnora region, and
helped introduce the healing of the Circle.
He discovered the government system did
not address the "why" of crimc-with the
social aspect of the criminal act- bul dealt

only with the symptom of a deeper social
problem. His training as a prosecutor also
geared him to deal with every case as if it
were the worst possible case. By putting
the offender through a process that is
based on an adversarial power-play, the
court only re-enforced the offender's view

of life as a power struggle.
The situation had become so
intolerable on Manitoba's Hollow Water
First Nations reserve that in the

mid-eighties the Elders felt forced to opt
out of the government system. They were

1HR££-UG6eD
MARMOT

offender works hard to regain that
membership. In the Canadian justice
system, alternatively, the offender has
no personal attachment to government

The label of "offender"

violence

temporary, and offers a means to make
amends. It is made clear to the
offender that he or she can become a

prisoner is released. Often, it emerges
The government considers crime
a war situation. In the war on crime, the

senseless

Crown Prosecutor Rupert Ross
Restorative Justice

major factor, but is brought about through

system

The inevitable

and

Sentencing

jail was not an option.

to curious spectators.

prison sentence took offenders away from
any potential healing and taught the
native offender techniques of modern
crime. 'Paper hanging', safe cracking,

1995. finding that both victims and

came to reflect this. Punishment is still a

And

Court came into the community,
alienating the people and reducing them

Canada completed a final evaluation in

was

Circle commenced.

the community, the Circle begins with a
community evaluation of the situation.
In the recent past, the Territorial

seen only as an oppression to be
overcome.

In Canada, restorative justice
began with the native community. In
1991 "Circle Sentencing" became an
official part of the justice system in the
Yukon Territory. The practice relies
heavily on ancient spiritual values and
practices almost lost to natives with
colonisation. When a crime occurs in

court battle—is over. Strangely, the
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AMEtfT ?HllO$OPHfcR& WHO NEVER QUITE MADE IT

OutlUok ftlaga*mr
experiencing an unprecedented number of

Of 48 offenders who first went

sexual assaults—a crime especially based

through the Circle, five went to jail
because they refused to participate and
two rc-offended. However over a ten year

on power. An agrccmeni reached with ihc

Manitoba government and the R.C.M.P.
called for the community to confront the
offender through Community Holistic
Circle Healing. First the offender had to
admit responsibility for his crime: then
the community took four months to assess
the offender and to prepare the victim for

the Special Gathering.

At the Special Gathering, the
offender told the community what he had
done. To avoid group denial, the next

Circle was with the offender's family.
Finally, having prepared the community,
the next Circle was with the victim. When

everyone was ready. the Sentencing Circle
commenced. Andjail was not an option.

period 41 became productive members of
the community. No other sexual offender
program has had such success.

community, few will make it. The most

dangerous
wanders

person
the

is the

street

with

loner

who

no

such

connection. Many choose to ignore
reality, and hook-up with their friends
from prison or try to make a life on the
fringe.

Hope
That reality may be a thing of the
past.
Keeping
Canadians in prison is a
Most of us in prison have always known
profitable
business
for some: however,
there was something deeply wrong with
leaders in government and taxpayers arc
the direction we have been forced to take.
Few of us could put our finger on exactly tiring of this expensive game. Many have
what was wrong: many have been in and taken the trouble to look into this serious
out of prison, and cannol understand why situation and arc getting serious about
we became worse afler lhat firsl stint
behind bars. Some buckle under, and

assume its simply fate and they are born
losers.

Well, "no man is an island."

Wilhoul

a

true

connection

lo

ihe

solving it.

Of course,

CABLENET SALES & SUPPLIES
Dave Parent (9 Block)

Located in theInmate Committee Office. 12-Building
Office Hours:

Canteen Week

Off-Canteen Week

Monday - days
Tuesday - days
Wednesdays - days

Monday - days

Tuesday - days/evenings

Thursday - days/evenings

Wednesday - days
Thursday - days/evenings

Friday - days

Friday - davs

CanlcSupplies:

Batteries:

Evcrcady:

TV Splitter Boxes ... $2.50 each
Transformers for B&W TVs ... $2.00 each
Alligator Clips ... $1.00 each

C... $.80
D ... $.80

Speaker Wire ... $.50 per foot
Headphone Connector Wire ... $.50 per foot

Energizer:

9-Volt..*. $1.45

Headphone plugs &jacks ... prices vary according to item

Radio Shack:
9-Volt... $1.50

C... $1.00
AAA... $1.00

Mallory/Duracell:
D ... $.90

AA... $1.10
AAA... $2.20

We can order watch and calculator batteries.

For items not listed here, please enquire at the office.
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trend

while asking for votes or more moncv.

Inmate Committee

TV Coaxial Cable ... $1.00 per foot

the

is

new—only starting in the latc-cightics.
But the scandals arc becoming more
frequent. There is now an urgent desire to
really protect society—not just pretend

Jfall. 1906
Minister of Justice Allan Rock issued a

news release in September announcing
"tough new measures to deal with

high-risk offenders." According to
Rock, the "initiatives vvill strengthen
the sentencing and correctional regime
for those who present a high risk of
violent rc-offending." and include:
• strengthening of the Danger
ous Offender provisions in the Crimi
nal Code:

• a new Long-Term Offender
designation that targets
sex offenders, and adds a

period of supervision of
up to ten years following
release from prison;

in a Dangerous Offender application, to sexual touching, sexual exploitation,
provided notice is given at the time of exposure, aggravated sexual assault
conviction that a delayed application and sexual assault with a weapon or
may be filed. As well, the number of causing bodily harm: provision is also
psychiatrists required to testify at a being made for application to those
hearing has been reduced from two to committing an offence "that had a sex

ual component: for example, somebody

one.

who committed a break and enter with

Long-Term Offender
The procedure intended for

the occupant."

declaration of a Long-Term Offender
would follow that of the Dangerous

Judicial Restraint
The

"Tough new measures to deal With
high-risk offenders"

and

a new judicial restraint

provision allowing controls, including

Crown

will

be

a*^e t0 krms an aPPncation
for Judicial Restraint "where

there arc reasonable grounds
to fear that an individual will

Offender. Those declared to fit the cat

•

a clear intention of sexually assaulting

egory would then be given a sentence
according to the offence, and an addi

commit a serious personal in
jury offence/' If the application is

upheld, the judge will have the power
tional "period of supervision for up to to impose "general conditions, such as
ten years." Note that the period of keeping the peace, and specific condi
high risk of committing a serious per supervision takes effect only after the tions, such as staying away from
sonal injury offence.
initial period of the sentence—includ places where children congregate/' The
ing any parole (hah!)—is completed. judge vvill also be able to order elec
Dangerous Offender
During the period of supervision the tronic monitoring if the program is
In the Dangerous Offender Long-Term Offender would be subject available in that specific province.
legislation, judges will no longer have to the usual conditions of parole as
Judicial Restraint may last for
discretion to issue a fixed term sen
well as any further special conditions up to one year, and it may be renewed
tence: instead, those labelled as Dan
specified—e.g. regular reporting, man (no limit is cited for the number of re
gerous Offenders will receive an datory participation in counselling, newals.) Note that it can be "applied to
indefinite sentence in all cases. It has electronic monitoring, etc.
people who are not under sentence as
also been proposed that the initial pa
At present, the Long-Term well as those who have completed their
role review be moved from the third Offender designation "targets sex-of
sentences." Before getting too excited,
year of imprisonment to the seventh fenders.7' (Wonder how long that re however, you should note that Peace
year, with subsequent reviews every striction will last?) Specifically, the Bonds have been in use for some time
two years.
offences which may lead to a Long- now, and this legislation appears to be
The Crown will now have up Term Offender application are: sexual similar in scope and intention to that
to six months after conviction to bring assault, sexual interference, invitation practice.
electronic monitoring (bracelets), to be
applied to those who are considered at

Alternatives Offered for Low-Risk Offenders

• The Correctional Service of Canada is to "make more

• A new type of sentence has been added to the Criminal
Code. This "conditional sentence" is intended to allow
those convicted of less serious crimes to serve their sen
tences in the community:

intensive use of case management techniques, to reduce the

• there is to be more frequent use of day parole. Non-viol
ent, first-time federal offenders become eligible after serv

presentation of Aboriginal Canadians in the ... system."
The intention is to make greater use of sentencing circles,
healing circles, and "|explore| other restorative justice

ing one-sixth of their sentence;

likelihood of offenders being rc-incarccratcd" (the show
musi go on. eh?);

• there is to be a "concerted effort to reduce the over-re

measures"
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Jfall. 1006
something. However, if you think about it. there is absolutely
no reason for anyone to prevent themselves from trying new
things. In fact, over the years I have seen what people arc
capable of when they break through this self-imposed
barrier. Through tutoring. I have seen guys who were afraid
of writing things down gain great confidence and surprise

REALITY 101
by
L

Hall

•'I think, therefore I am."

Many arc familiar with lhat definition ofbcing coined by the themselves once they took the lime and effort to learn how to
French mathematician and philosopher. Rene Dcscarlcs. but order their thoughts and a few simple rules of writing.
does anyone actually think about it any more? Or even think
I can just hear the comments from budding thinkers
anymore, period? How many of us have wished ai one lime about natural talent, genetic predisposition and the like.
or another wc had tliought of something or thought to say BUNK! Your brain, like any other part of your body, is
something after the fact? We all envy those who have a gift capable of improving with use. It may rebel at first, and be
for argument and oration. How do they
uncomfortable just like Ihosc sore
do it? Wc think they must be really
muscles the first lime you work oul.
smart to speak so well and have their
thoughts so ordered and clear.

I think, therefore I am.

To the untrained it may appear
those people arc gifted, but any novice "^^^^"""^^^
of philosophy or logic soon discovers the little known secret:

PRACTICE! That's right: anyone can get good at doing
anything, merely by doing ii over and over again. Wc all sec
evidence of this in our own lives. Buddy is good at video
games—sure, he plays them 18 horns a day; Buddy is good
at drawing—sure, he draws a lot; Buddy is good at
lying—sure, he liesall the time. Why is it in the face of such

ample evidence many people feel they can't do something
ihey see others doing?
Laziness? Fear of failure? The "it's too hard" excuse?

Il does gel easier the more you do it,
though. Therefore. Ihc more you
think. Uic bctlcr you gel al thinking:
the more you write, the belter you gel
at writing: the more you discuss, the

better you get at discussion. The list is endless. (The more
you contribute to OutLook. the better ... ?)

The practical application of thinking and practice is that
you develop the skills other people admire. You get good at
something and gain confidence to try new things. You
become a better prospect for employment. You have better
relationships. Your life in general improves simply because
you have thought about it and decided to try living it.

There are as many reasons as there are people for not doing

Title Living Qroup
The Living Group is a combination of people from the outside and the inside who

believe that change starts with a willingness to admit that wc arc not perfect and
that wc can become better people.

97.2%
of those who escape

Through the process of constructive confrontation and caring for each other, the

into a book

members of the Living Group strive to help fellow members both inside and out to
cope with the struggles and trials ofeveryday life.

are never caught.

Even Thursday at 6:30 p.m. sharp wc meet in 17 Bldg. School to discuss our
week. Ifyou feel that you can change and arc willing to do so. this may be the

Get away into a book!
Visit

group for you.

Your

Ifinterested, please contact any member of the executive:

Local

David Shortreed. Chairman

Helmut Buxbaum. Secretary

Library.
rfT~y^^

Randv Powell. Treasurer
:>c
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